
2 PART FILLER

ULTRA FIRM
ULTRA FAST
ULTIMATE
PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEED.

There’s two parts to every job: u-pol.com/uk/en-uk/construction



         

3  Advanced resin technology for ultra toughness

3  For load bearing repairs

3  Fills to any depth

3  Excellent adhesion & vertical hold

3  Sand and shape in 20 minutes

3  Does not crack or shrink

3  Ideal for high-demand environments

3  Suitable for interior and exterior repairs

3  Fast drying snap cure technology

3  Sand and shape in 10 minutes

3  Fills to any depth

3  Can be drilled, screwed or nailed 

3  Excellent adhesion & vertical hold

3  Does not crack or shrink

3  Suitable for interior and exterior repairs

3  Microbead technology - ultra easy to sand

3  Ready to shape and sand in 20 minutes

3  Fills to any depth

3  Excellent adhesion & vertical hold

3  Suitable for interior and exterior repairs

3  Does not crack or shrink

3  Can be drilled, screwed or nailed

A lightweight polyester filler perfect for all 
those last minute minor surface imperfections. 
U-POL EASYfill™ delivers a smooth surface that 
is easy to sand down flat or shape and ready for 
painting in 20 minutes.
Advanced microbead technology makes 
EASYfill™ the easiest to sand filler in the range, 
designed to deliver outstanding performance 
with a flawless finish ready for final paint.

U-POL FASTfill™ is a high performance, fast-
drying filler specially formulated with unique 
snap-cure technology to produce a tough repair 
ready to sand and shape in 10 minutes. FASTfill™ 
can be used in both interior and exterior 
applications where speed is crucial.

FAST

TM FAST TM

MICROBEAD TECHNOLOGY

20 MINS 10 MINS

ALL WEATHER 20 MINS

There’s 2 parts to every job: u-pol.com/uk/en-uk/construction

U-POL is a World leader in automotive fillers. This heritage and 70 
years experience in fillers, coupled with our continued investment 
in state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and reputation for 
innovation, ensures that your U-POL experience is nothing less 
than world class. We are now bringing that expertise into the 
construction industry with our bespoke 2 part filler range to help 
you get it right first time, every time.

PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEED.

FAST

TM

U-POL TOUGHfill™ is a two-part polyester filler 
that has been specifically designed to work in 
high-demand environments, where toughness 
is paramount. U-POL TOUGHfill™ can be used 
to repair holes, dents, splits and cracks, making 
it an ideal partner to repair or provide extra 
holding strength on most surfaces. 

STEP 1: MIX
Mix together the Hardener 
and Filler at a 2% Hardener 
ratio. Ensure that the 
product is fully mixed  
before application.

STEP 2: FILL
Fill the hole or crack with a 
pressing action to reduce 
air entrapment. For deeper 
holes, build the filler up in 
layers allowing each layer 
to dry before the next 
application.

STEP 3: SAND
Start with a coarse 
sandpaper and finish  
with a fine sandpaper.

    2 PART FILLER RANGE...

ULTRA FIRM
ULTRA FAST
ULTIMATE  
PERFORMANCE
IN 3 SIMPLE STEPS



2 PART FILLER
TECHNICAL DATA

Colour Cream

Mix ratio by weight 2%

Gel time 4 - 6 minutes at 20°C 

 3 - 5 minutes at 25°C

Application temperature +7°C to + 40°C

Sanding time 15 - 20 minutes

Overcoating 30 minutes

Available in 1.1 litre tins

Colour Grey

Mix ratio by weight 2%

Gel time 3 - 5 minutes at 20°C 

 2 - 4 minutes at 25°C

Application temperature +7°C to + 40°C

Sanding time 8 - 10 minutes

Overcoating 20 minutes

Available in 1.1 litre tins

Colour Beige

Mix ratio by weight 2%

Gel time 4 - 6 minutes at 20°C 

 3 - 5 minutes at 25°C

Application temperature +7°C to + 40°C

Sanding time 15 - 20 minutes

Overcoating 30 minutes

Available in 1.1 and 3.5 litre tins
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There’s two parts to every job: u-pol.com/uk/en-uk/construction


